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ukc up! Gel 
conscious! Wom-

en urc no longer The 
Seco11tl Sexl We 
need no longer be-
lieve in The Fe111i11i11e 

My.1·tiq11e lhut idealiz-
es housewifery and 
traditional subservi-
ence. Sisterhood is 

Powe1ji1/! Our eyes 
are opened to the 
Sexual Politics that 

confined us to Woman's 
Estate, motherhood, wife-

hood, nursing, teaching, and 
the secretarial arts. Rejoice! 

Man's World [is fast becoming) Woman's Place. 
The women's movement deserves a great deal of credit for 

raising the consciousness of women to their situation, to sexual 
discrimination, and to opportunities that should be available for 
all people at home and at work. We, as nurses, have gained 
immeasurably from their influences. We have also lost. 

Naturally, as women have become aware of their burgeon-
ing potential, they have abandoned traditional roles and struck 
out to explore new territories: medicine, law, banking, and the 
trades. Sisterhood, we have learned, is important because we 
share a common history (herstory) . And so we have also 
learned to support each other's struggles, to applaud each 
other's victories, to feel pride in each other's accomplishments 
(as much as anyone can take pride in the accomplishments of 
another) and to learn from and respect each other-sometimes. 
But in the eagerness of some women to embrace new roles has 
come a denigration of old ones. No one, these women say, 
should want to be just a housewife; no one with brains should 
want to be just a nurse. Have a career! Be a doctor! 

That is not what feminism is about. Feminism mandates 
that each person be free to choose whatever role she/he desires 
without discrimination or harassment. Why, then, have women 
come to see nursing as second rate? Because some women have 
accepted nursing by default when they preferred medicine? 
Because it is just a woman's profession? Because it's a 
"natural" role that requires nurturing rather than brains? We 
know why men need to view nursing in demeaning, stereotyp-
ical ways, but how is it that newly conscious women are 
beginning to do the same? 

What are the motivations of nontraditional women who 
denigrate other women in traditional roles - specifically 
nurses? How do these motivations exist within nursing? And 
how are they evidenced in the denigration of some nurses by 
others? The origins of these behaviors are identical to and are 
derived from early female socialization. 

REACTIONS TO FEMALE CONDITIONING: 
SUGAR AND SPICE AIN'T SO NICE AFTER ALL 

We know that female children are less desirable than male 
children, that from birth, little girls are treated differently than 

little buys, that girls learn to he passive mid dependent, and that 
women huvc problems with self-esteem. 

Feminist psychologists und psychoanalysts have refuted 
traditional Freudian postulates thut women feel inferiorbecau1e 
they lack a penis. "Of course," they've said, •:women fee) 
inferior. Who wouldn't, given the parental and societal messag. 
es girls receive that they arc ~ome~o~ "second best;" . Little 
girls don't envy their brother his genitalia; they envy his nght to 
wear jeans, to climb trees, to build model air~lanes, to come and 
go with fewer restrictions, to aspire to anythmg he wants to be! 

Concomitant with a desire for things "male" is the need for 
girls to identify with other females, especially their mothers. 
How can little girls wall/ to be female when things "female" 
include washing dishes, ironing clothes, cleaning out refriger-
ators, sweeping, and dusting - things that are b?ring and 
devalued by society? They do learn the appropriate roles, 
however, if only to survive. They internalize those values that 
females are second best, subservient, silly ... whatever! And 
often they live with ambivalence, low self-esteem, and a dispar-
aging attitude toward their own kind. 

The roots of women's own antiwomanism are easy to trace. 
In addition to society's message that women are second-class 
citizens, their own ambivalence and passivity hamper achieve-
ment. They are not as successful as they could be, and they 
know it,andthey relate it to being female: "I'm not good at math 
so I couldn't very well be a scientist." The hidden but acknowl-
edged message here is that girls are not good at math. Ambiv-
alence and passivity not only hamper achievement but also 
prevent women from expressing overtly theirnatural feelings of 
anger, frustration, and aggression. Women learn to channel 
such feelings into indirect behaviors and to avoid open conflict 
because they have been taught that conflict drives others away, 
and women, more than men, are dependent on the love and 
approval of others. The difficulty with covert expressions of 
anger, however, is that they leave the woman feeling "like a 
bitch," "like a nag," and "petty"; they leave her doubting that 
she's been heard and angrier still at her own impotence; they 
leave her vulnerable to depression, the turning in of angry 
feelings toward herself. 

Dependency has other implications: it means that women 
by needing approval from others are forever vulnerable to hints 
of disapproval and rejection, it means that women rely on men 
for approval rather than on themselves or other women, and it 
means that rivalry with other women for male attention flourish-
es (when the goal is get a man, get a date, get a husband). 

The devaluation of females, which women themselves 
internalize, together with socialized behaviors such as passivi-
ty, dependence on males, rivalry among females, and avoidance 
of success create a culture in which women hate themselves and 
other women. 

UP FROM THE GHETTO: 
LITTLE MISS MUFFET 

DOESN'T LIVE HERE ANYMORE 
Being discriminated against is one thing. Many women 

refuse to acknowledge the evidence of sexism in their lives 
through defenses such as denial and repression. But being 
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discriminated . . • bein . . ~ga111standk11owi11,l/You're 
g d1scnmmated against - having 

your consciousness raised - is :mother 
matter. For th . ese women, awareness of 
sexism brings with it glimmerings of 
aw~ness about themselves: their inse-
cunt1es, their anxieties, their failed de-
fe~s~s, their self-deprecation. Being dis-
cn_mmated against and knowing it is like 
being an oppressed minority. 

Women are certainly not a numeri-
cal minority, but they are treated in sim-
ilar ways and do experience discrimina-
tion. Women, like minorities, have been 
forced to identify with a group that is 
?eval~ed by society; they grow up need-
mg to 1d~ntify with other women, a group 
that society tells them is inferior. Self-
hatred and hatred of one's own group 
result. Studies have shown that the psy-
chological characteristics of oppressed 
minorities and of women are similar and 
result in similar behaviors: 
• Denial of membership in one's own 
group 
• Denigration of other members of the 
group 
• Glorification of and sympathy for the 
oppressor 

• Acceptance of one's own inferiority. 
self-scorn, and self-blame 
• Withdrawal and passivity 
• Slyness and cunning 
• Strengthening of in-group ties; aggres-
sion and revolt. 

It is easy to recognize the defensive-
ness of such behaviors. Some are extra-
punitive, meaning they tum the hurt and 
rage of being oppressed outward against 
others; some are intrapunitive, meaning 
they tum those same feelings inward 
against the self. I. Frieze and his co-
authors have described two of these -
"identification with the dominant group 
and aggression against one's own group" 
- as being most common among wom-
en. I would suggest that underlying these 
behaviors is the defense mechanism of 
denial, specifically denial of membership 
in the female group. This allows a wom-
an to tell herself, 'Tm different. I'm not 
like them. I'm better. I'm special. I'm 
whatever." She can believe others when 
they tell her, "You 're not like all the other 
women I know" or "You don't look like 
a nurse." Little Miss Muffet, in other 
words, repudiates her tuffet, her back-
ground, her origins. 

" r..r 
I h · k b · · ke " 11 you t in a out it, it ma s sense. 

IDENTIFICATION WITH 
THE DOMINANT GROUP . 
Sociologists . who st_udy oppresSCd 

minorities desrnbe their behavior 
. ' hhd. as "iden1ilicat1on wit t e ommantgroup''· 

those who study people thrust into f0r'. 
eign, hostile environments call it "goin 
native," by which they mean adopti/ 
wholeheartedly the foreign nationalitg 
and culture; psychologists speak of ad:. 
fense mechanism called "identificatio 

" R n with the aggressor. egardless of the 
name, they are all talking about the same 
defensive (and usually subconscious) pro. 
cess whereby an individual militatea 
against feelings of helplessness, anxiety 
or fear by becoming like the feared 0; 

threatening person(s). Women assullle 
the desired or envied qualities of men for 
themselves, denying their weakness or 
helplessness and feeling strong like the 
dominant group. Identification involves 
more than being strong or aggressive or 
active like men, however; it means taking 
on the attitudes of men, including their 
attitudes about women. 

AGGRESSION AGAINST 
ONE'S OWN GROUP 

Denial of female ties and identitica-
continued on page 89 

SOFKINSs Personal Cleansing 
Cloths are premoistened with a 
hypoallergenic solution and provide 
more effective cleaning than bath tis-

; sue alone. SOFKINS' gentle cleans-
ing removes potentially irritating 

1 matter from the perineum, providing 
I cleanliness and comfort to patients 

with hemorrhoids, episiotomies 

A clean .that's c 
than bath tissue 

CISaict~Co.19!IO. 

or other minor causes of perineal 
tenderness and discomfort. 
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SOFKINS, call 1-800-835-7268 or 
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Scott Plaza I, Philadelphia, PA 19113. 
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personal 1-tygiene product for gentle, 
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f inaUy · · • A 12 Lead EKG Book ••. Written by Critical Care STAFF Nurses for Critical Care Nurses! 
Aster 30 years of experience 
amongst us, we are able to "share" 
(an official nurse word) with you 
"The Essentials of 12 Lead EKG 
Interpretation" . . . and so MUCH 
MOREi This book has a light and 
humorous approach. It is easily 
understandable, clear, concise, 
and ever so entertaining! You can 
even receive CEUs upon comple-
tion of the post-test in the back of 
the book! 

12 L EKG 
STAT 

A LIGHTHEARTED APPROACH 
The Essentials of 12 Lead EKG Interpretation • 

I, ci, ll//11~ \1111 a/,rn\, d'IIJ/ lul /11 J,·1w,1 · ulw11t 
12 I nu/ l'l\"l1 ·, Im/ .i •ff1 • t,w hm1 to ml. .' 

Do1111 ,1 \l1 ·111uh l\t1l'11i ~ IC\ . B \ . ( ( R, 
llt-11ist · I 11pp 1(\ . \ll\ . <<I(\ 

L1111,1 (,.i..,poui, \ ·011l1u lio IC\ . \I\ . (T'.\ . ( :(:IC\ 

There Are FIFI'Y 
Reasons to Buy This Book 

... Here Are Four! 

• Learn To Interpret 12 Lead 
EKGs In A Systematic Way 

• Experience Great Illustrations 

• EARN CEUs Upon 
Completion Of A Post-Test 

Shun~ing the mas~ of confusing detail that characterizes the standard "textbook" approach, this midsize book 
combmes an engagmg fairytale 'th I · · · 

WI c ear, concise and straightforward explanations of 12 Lead EKGs. 

• Did you notice that there are only three reasons listed above, and we said we were listing four? 
Good Work ... How observant! You've got what it takes to read EK Gs! 

Only $1995 
Approx. 110 pages 

(Available November 1991) 

Feminism & Nursing 
Why Doesn't A Smart Girl Like 

You Go to Medical School 
continued from page 54 

tion with men allow women to turn against 
other women. They scorn the "cattiness" 
or "silliness" of females. Unfortunately, 
beneath the hostility to other women lies 
a repudiation of and hostility to the self. 

Another form of self-hatred may not 
appear to include oneself, but may de-
scribe one's feeling for other members of 
one's group because they possess the 
qualities that the dominant group deval-
ues. This behavior is common among 
professional women, particularly those 
who have achieved high status. These 
women who have made it, or are trying to 
make it in a masculine, often hostile, 
environment look with scorn at tradition-
al women as the cause of men's antife-
male attitudes. 

Some women, then, view other wom-
en as inferior (as do men). They devalue 
the work of women. They insist that their 
doctors, lawyers, and dentists be men; 
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1-------------------L-----------------------~ they take their problems to men for solu-
tion rather than consulting with female 
peers. 

"Horizontal hostility," or violence 
against one's own peers, as F. Kennedy 
calls it, becomes manifest in yet other 
behaviors: sibling rivalry and competi-
tive dueling . When the goal is masculine 
approval, women, of course, become ri-
vals and work against rather than with 
each other. 

Although many observers do not find 
the other victim behaviors - self-depre-
cation, self-blame, withdrawal, passivi-
ty, slyness, cunning and obsequiousness 
-manifest as commonly in women as in 
minorities, others have. As has been said, 
passivity necessitates directing one 's an-
ger in covert ways, sometimes against 
oneself. This leads to self-deprecation, 
self-blame, and withdrawal, all symp-
toms of depression. Slyness, cunning, 
and obsequiousness, on the other hand, 
also contain hostility, but are directed 
outward in a covert, passive way. 

I believe that all these behaviors 
involve women's anger against men for 
having oppressed them. Denying one's 
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membership in the female group, identi-
fying with men, passive aggression, and 
depression also include anger against 
women, with whom each woman of ne-
cessity has identified in achieving her 
own female sexual identity. The term for 
these identifications is introjects. They 
are the mental representations in every 
person's mind of people who helped form 
her identity. The key to understanding 
how one turns anger against oneself is the 
understanding that one is directing that 
anger at the mental image, the introject, 
which is part of one's own psyche. 

I'M O.K. - YOU'RE NOT O.K.: 
FEMINIST POTSHOTS 

AT NURSING 
The women's liberation movement 

has, as I have said, affected nursing in 
many positive ways. It has also inadvert-
ently hurt nursing, by opening the door to 
career opportunities for women. Nurs-
ing, with its traditional handmaiden im-
age, no longer has a captive audience and 
may no longer be able to attract the best, 
brightest, most creative women. They are 
going elsewhere. We as nurses cannot 
blame feminism for that, not if we hon-
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estly believ th . d e at equality means the free-
om of each individual to choose which-

ever career she desires. 
We can blame those feminists, how-

ever who d1's • ' . parage or attack nursing or 
wh? 10 exploring career opportunities 
omn nursing altogether; we can point out 
~he antiwomanism and self-hate inherent 
m such actions. For these women be-
coming "conscious" has involved id~nti-
fication with masculine characteristics 
and _~ denial of females who cling to 
trad1t1onally feminine ones. Adoption or 
repudiation of certain traits is the right of 
any individual, but the expectation that 
all people become like oneself is wrong. 
Ellen Strong, in describing her dislike of 
a cleaned-up ex-junkie, puts it well. She 
says, "He'd seen the light, and now out-
Puritaned the Puritans." 

"Seeing the light" for some women 
has meant identifying with male oppres-
sors and disparaging traditional groups 
such as nurses and housewives. This has 
been evidenced overtly when feminists 
have openly ridiculed nurses and nursing 
and covertly when they have avoided or 
omitted them. It occurs, for example, in 
the New York Women's Directory, which 
tells the reader, "women's work is no 
longer limited to ... nursing" (true); but 
which in subsequent chapters extolling 
the virtues of nontraditional careers omits 
nursing altogether. The message is then 
that nursing no longer exists as a choice. 

Even Letty Pogrebin, a woman well 
known for her efforts toward nonsexist 
child rearing, a woman who tries to sound 
positive about nursing, fails. In her book 
on working women she discusses the 
nursing shortage and sympathizes with 
the difficulties nurses have in male-dom-
inated health care areas. Then she says, 
"Mothering is the key word used by all 
the dedicated professional women I in-
terviewed." (Nurturing, perhaps; Moth-
ering, NO!) Worse yet, she cites Dr. 
Judith Lorber, a sociologist, as saying 
that nursing is partly to blame for nursing 
problems (true) but (there's always a 
"but") she goes on to quote, '"College-
graduated nurses acquire skills like phar-
macology or psychiatry which prepare 
them to be more than mothers to 
patients ... they're ready to be Assistant 
Doctors. ,,. There's so much that's wrong 
here: the emphasis on motherhood, the 
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insinuation that nurses are getting above 
themselves, the notion that knowledge is 

• · f d'cine and the exclusive province o me 1 ' 

even her inaccuracy in citing pharmacol-
ogy and psychiatry, which nurses have 
always learned, as being to blame. 

Nursing writers have wrongly de-
nounced the women• s movement for en-
couraging women to choose other ca-
reers because nursing loses out. Women 
should be free to choose nursing or med-
icine (or anything else for that matter). 
Nursing's job is threefold: to point out 
discrimination from any source, male or 
female; to attract the kinds of women it 
seeks by altering its image if necessary; 
and to encourage women in all occupa-
tions to retain traditionally feminine char-
acteristics such as caring, nurturing, and 
humaneness. 
I'M O.K. - YOU'RE NOT O.K.: 

NURSES AGAINST OURSELVES 
Nurses too engage in antiwoman 

and anti nurse behaviors; nurses too chan-
nel their aggression against others and 
against themselves; nurses too express 
anger covertly. Nurses, afterall, are most-
1 y women and have not learned to value 
themselves. 

Within nursing and among nurses 
we find all the behaviors discussed above. 
There are, for example, continuing bat-
tles between nursing education and nurs-
ing service; between nursing administra-
tion and nursing staff; and among gradu-
ates of the three preparatory programs, 
associate degree, diploma, and baccalau-
reate degree nurses. Much nursing com-
munication is fraught with bickering, fault 
finding, and name calling. 

Aggression against the group is typ-
ified by such behaviors. Infighting among 
nursing educators, for example, involves 
sibling rivalry, as do squabbles between 
educators and individuals in nursing ser-
vice, criticisms of graduates of one pro-
gram by graduates of another, and scape-
goating of one nursing unit ( or one nurse) 
by another. Something is usually at stake: 
tenure, promotions, approval (usually of 
a male doctor or administrator), or some 
other gain. The nurse's own self-esteem, 
however, is the real underlying issue in 
this game of one-upsmanship (sic). It is 
as if one nurse can only be up by putting 
another (or the group as a whole) down. 

It is difficult to separate out specific 
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instances of identification with the ag-
gres.wr from instances of aggression 
against the group because they are close-
ly linked. Aggression against the nursing 
group usually involves some identifica-
tion with the values of the aggressor. For 
example, a nursing director who aligns 
herself with a hospital administrator 
against nursing staff has both identified 
with the aggressor and acted against her 
own kind. The same is true of the nurse 
who bypasses her colleagues and uses 
physicians as her source of information 
and approval. She has openly identified 
with the aggressor, and covertly she has 
slapped her nursing peers by not respect-
ing their knowledge and ability to help 
her. 

I am reminded of an alumni dinner I 
once attended at which an ex-classmate 
said, "You're in private practice as a 
psychotherapist? Well...I'd never come 
to you. You 're still just a nurse!" "Let's 
leave off the 'just,"' was my response, 
and I think that single word is germane to 
the notion that it is threatened self-esteem 
that provokes such behaviors as identify-
ing with aggressors and attacking one's 
colleagues. Finally, it is not only those 
who have achieved or gotten ahead who 
denigrate other women. In this case, it 
was a diploma graduate who took me to 
task for having gotten above myself. The 
enmity goes up and down and sideways. 

Fragile self-esteem, the product of 
female socialization, makes nurses vul-
nerable, makes them want to identify 
with doctors and hospital administrators, 
makes them strike out at other nurses, 
makes them defend and defend and de-
fend against the realization that they as 
women and as nurses are devalued. To 
this end they occasionally deny that they 
are nurses. For example, Miriam Gilbert, 
a nurse writing in a feminist book, enti-
tled her article, "Women in Medicine." 
So that the reader would understand her 
choice, a footnote explains "Most 'wom-
en in medicine' are nurses, not doctors-
so it was thought more realistic to have 
the following article than any on the same 
subject by a woman doctor." I applaud 
their use of an article about nursing, but 
couldn't they have used nursing in the 
title? It wouldn't have been the "same 
subject" if a doctor had written it, would 
it? Why get defensive about wanting to 
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include the article by quoting statistics 
about the number of nurses? I can almost 
hear the words: "But some of my best 
friends are nurses ... " 

That article, like many others, tries 
to be positive. (But the need to try implies 
the presence of something negative that 
must be overcome.) The author suggests 
that many women who chose nursing 
might, if they had free choice, have cho-
sen medicine. A valid point. She sug-
gests too that there are men in medicine 
who might prefer nursing. Also valid. 
She ruins it, however, by phrasing it thus: 
"I have seen many men who, in my opin-
ion, are third-rate doctors and would, 
unquestionably, have been first-rate nurs-
es if they, too, had not been victimized by 
a double standard." Well, / question it! 

Of course, the most dissociated nurse 
is the one who evades questions about her 
job by saying, "I teach" or "I'm a child-
birth instructor" or"I'm a therapist." That 
person is no longer a nurse. And as I have 
said, there is nothing wrong with not 
being a nurse. Something is definitely 
wrong, however, if the same person who 
avoided calling herself a nurse must de-
fend this avoidance with explanations. 
Her rationalizations are many, but they 
tell us, again, that the woman-nurse-what-
ever is conflicted and anxious about her 
status, about our reaction, and probably 
about many other things. 

I would like to say to nurses, then, 
"Choose! Be a nurse, or don't be one, but 
make your choice and be happy about it!" 
The thing is, I cannot say that to women 
in general for obvious reasons. I would 
like to say to both "By all means be 
aware. Share your consciousness. En-
courage others to 'see the light.' But if 
they don't, or won't, or can't, don't do the 
very thing you 're decrying-don't damn 
them for it." Sisterhood is powerful! 
And if we learn that, we can participate in 
the one minority group behavior rarely 
seen among women: the strengthening of 
in-group ties. 

Title page photo by Denise Grillo Wine 

{Janet Muff. M.S.N., R.N. is a psychotherapist 
and consultant in South Pasadena, California, 
working primarily with women. She writes and 
lecturesextensirelyon women's issues and depth 
ps_l'chology. A contributor to se1•eral books and 
journals, she is the editor of Socialization, Sex-
ism, and Stereotyping: Woman's Issues in Nun-
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Answers to Nursacrostic 
frompage42 

A. China Beach 
8. How To Handle A Woman 
C. Reproductive Rights 
D. Injection 
E. Swept Away 
F. Knee Bone 
G. Alzheimer's Disease 
H. Rankled 
I. Remedy 
J. Avenue 
K. Swallow 
L. Unwholesome 

M. Poison Ivy 
N. Famed 
0 . Options 
P. Review 
Q. Grownup 
R. Rampant 
S. An Apple A Day 
T. Bella Abzug 
U. Sane 

"It always puzzles me when women 
are asked why we stay in a position 
when it is so unpleasant, or even 
degrading. Should I leave a paying 
job and wander from place to place 
because men have a behavior prob-
lem around women in the workplace?" 

Chris Karras, Up For Grabs. 
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Feminism & nursing

Why doesn’t a small girl like you go to medical school?

By- Janet Muff 

Synopsis -You’re just a nurse! Is one expression nurses have heard too often. A feminist 
awareness can brighten this dark picture.


